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Up to the early 1960's, fluid Jets were primarily controlled

,ind vectored by machazdi-al systems. These systems were aAnd still are

:':3 elc, hey, and difficult tc adapt to either high temperature en-

z=ts. ch at exist in rocket wdauetz, or low temperature an-

,:c.!onl,nt9 auch a exist in space. Mechanical systems also beco:l

-a n-li able in extreme environments snd require costly and heavy backup

.:;tems to insure consistent oporation. These difficulties have

d interest In Lpure fluid ctontrol systems. Two types of pure

a! d control teivcoies being invesigted today are the tVrbulence

fnducer and te wall attachment (coanda-effect) nossle. The latter

davice has demonstrated its superiority over the turbulence inducer in

vectoring (switc ng) a fluid and it is a modification of this device

i at is discussed in this paper. The 'Iafa-Rfeot nossie ic a dc.ice

i wheh a two-diensional fluid stream is thrust vectored (switched)

by irlec ing a secondary fluid perpendicular to it.

The purpose of this experimental study was to determine the of-

*ect of parallel injection of a secondary fluid jet on the thrust

vectoring of a to-dimensionsa fluid in a coanda nossle. Nossle

goinstries similar to theee used by Risby (Hof 9) and Opfell (Ref 20)

r, explorwi in order that a comparison could be made between the

Furallel and perpendicular secondary injection technique. Major con-

I srction was given to supersonic (Choked flow) operation of the

oi,. hooeyer, mome data on subsonc opration of the nozzle is

aent,. nho notaticn used In thi report w" the non-dimension-

; on f, oodurc follwed hre, wherever poss ble, bean mad.
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consistmt ith Wefs 9 and 20 so that esy comparis of remslt and

trends could be accolishwd.
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Abstract

An ezperimental investigation was performed to determine the

effect of parallel injection of a secondary fluid on a two-dimeninal

coanda-effect nossle used as a thrust vectoring (jet-switching)

device. The effect of leakage in the vortex area of a conventinal

coanda-effect nozsle utilizing perpendicular secondary injection was

also determined. The coanda-effoct nossle used in the investigation

had a wall divergence half angle of 100 and a setback ratio that

varied from 4 to 7. Pressure ratios investipted varied from 1.63

to 3.39. Successful thrust vectoring was accomplished wthin the

above limits of setback and pressure ratios.

The injection o& secondary fluid parallel to the centerline of

the nosle caused the priaWry jet to defleot toward the seondary jet

and to attach to he mnale sidesil nearet te seenday jet. A

1 to 10 decibel drop in th everel adee 2ee resulted Mm the

parallel secomdary fluid was &jeeted int th nosse.

Attacbwmut of the primary Set to t mosale was Ostle Md was

sustained bF "o8da-effeet fl in w sepertion reio forimed

between the primr jet and the we afte~ eeeday injetion was

disoontinued. The wall attacent point Ws Im-Itive to Increaese

in pressure ratio; howeverp, the attaobt point mved doemstrom

along the nossle wall as setback ratio increasd from 4 to 7. Me

amount of secondary mass flow needed to aidtoh the primary fluid jet

increased with increasing setback ratio and with increasing pressur

tratio. Lateral thrust increased with increasing setback ratio and

decreased with increasing pi4ssure ratio. h maximm lateral thrkst

::dxii
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for th ,im sonday Injection flow oocu.'re betwen a stbeck

ratio of 4 and 5. hs time required for the primary fluid jet to

switch from ome nossle val to the other was found to be .0M seconds.

Interferometer and Schlioe photographs of the thrust vectoring

pheammna that occurred throughout the imestipted setback and pros-

sure ratio range are included in the report.

xiv
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THE USE OF A WOANDA NOZZL IT

PARAILEL E CONDARY INJECTION FOR T THRST

VECTOUNO OF A 1W-DODMIOAL COMPUSIES FLUID

1. Introduction

The Coanda-Effect - Background

In 1933, Henri Coanda, a ahmanian engineer working in France,

observed that if a wa3l was placed near a fluid exiting from an

orifice, the fluid would attach to the wall. This effect can be

explained as follows. 'When a fluid jet with a turbulent boundary

exits into an ambient fluid which haa an equal or lowm visoosit,

the turbulent boundary entrains fluid from the ambent fluid field.

Normally the entrained fluid is replaced from the surrou ngs and

the only noticeable effect that am be observed is the spreading of

the exiting fluid Jet. Nov if a m&U is placed war the exiting Jet,

the fluid cannot be rqaod from the surcmdns because the wall

"blocks offM the replacing fluid. Since fluid is &bill being on-

trained by the Jets the presume in the roon between ths Jet and

the wall decreases and eventually the pressoxe differential across

the fluid Jet oause the Jet to nero towards the wall. If +to wall

is long enoagh, the Jet will attach to it, fozing a vortx, and

aseeting a stable position. fhe stability of the attached Jet is

explained by the fact that the portion of the fluid twned back at

the attaheient point is just ,enmgh to satisfy the entrainmnt re-

quirements of the boundary of the jet that is facing the wall. ds

1
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wal attachmet phenommna is termed the QConda-F fect" and is :l-

lutrated in Fig. la.

ad-ifet nozsle@ - Previou o k

Since it is difficult and .o.hanlcally complex to construct

variable gsmetay nosles, that is, to provid, for movement of the

wall in the vicinity of the jet, a method was needed to deflect the

min jet war the wall. The first person to efficiently accomplish

this was Nr. B. H. Horton of the U.S. Army's Harry Diamond Labora-

tories in 1958. 2, primary jet was deflected by injecting a second-

ary fluid perpendicular to it, making use of momentum transfer effects.

2his was the first true purely fluid control device and was called a

*Coanda-ffect lossle Fig. lb. Appl cation of Ocnda-Effect Noszles

includes fluid aplifiers, digital counters, missile steering, jet

emgno controls, analog interatore, flow diverters, tuaring rate

eeseone, and airoraft flgit ontrols.

In 1960 bunqee and Neumn (not 5) developed a mathematical model

for a tamweol eanis-effeot nosas using an incompressible

fluid jet, A mftod for deternidzg the man presure in the sepanr-

vioe-buet and tO Jet attaomnt pint e formlated. Also in

1960, Sawyer (3sf 22) completed an exerimtal. study using an in-

compressible fluid eaiting from a two-dimensional ooanda-effeot

nossle. Sawyer's work indicated that the jet spread aoefficient was

a function of the curvature of the jet and that the values for the

jet attachment paint and the man separeation-bubble pressure predicted

by Dourqe and Nein me correct. Both Burque and Neuman and

Sawyer based teir work on a method developed by Dodd (Rf 8).

2
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SecondarySeparation

a. Schematic model of the coanda effect

b. Scheatic model of conventional coarda-effect nozzle

Schematic Representation of the Coanda-Effect

3
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Olson (Ref 19), in 1962, developed a theory for the prediction of the

attacRment point and the mean separation-bubble pressure of a two-

dimensional compressible jet exiting adjacent to a flat plate. The

model of the flow proposed by Olson took into account the curvature

of the fluid Jet. In a comment on this article, by A. I. Mitchell,

it is pointed out that aithough the Dodd', et al, method of deter-

mining attachment point and separation-bubble pressure was based on

an incomressible analysis, it agreed closely enough (especially at

low mach nuribers) with Olson's work so that it could 1e used. Also

pointed out in this article is the fact that Dodds' method contains

less empirical parameters than Olson's method, and therefore it af-

fords a much more direct means of determinizig attachment point and

moan separation-bubble pressure.

All the work done by the above investigators was done on rela-

tively smal.l scale coanda nozzles. In 1963 Elsby (Ref 9) of the Air

Force Institute of Technology performed an ezperimental study on

relatively large scale oboked-flow, two-dimensional, coanda-effect

nossles with perpendicular, high velocity injection of the secondary

.luld. It was found that thrust vectoring could be acouplished in

this type of nossle by injection of the secondary fluid into the

separation-bubble. The injection destroyed the low pressure region

in the s.-aration-bubble oausing the main jet to move away from the

attached wall towards a centered position. Farther injection deflected

the main jet toiards the opposite wall where it attached and remained

after the secondary injector flow was discontinued. Opfell (Ref 20),

also at the Air Force Institute of Technology, extended this work in
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1964. 7his investigation was primarily concerned with subsonic flaw

in a two-dimensional coanda-effect nozzle and included the perpendic-

ular injection of both high velocity and low velocity secondary fluid.

It was concluded that there were two distinct modes of switching.

The first mode was the one reported by Elsby, et al, that is, that

injection into the separation-bubble caused the jet to switch to the

opposite wall. The second mode of switching was caused by the per-

pendicular injection of secondary fluid from the wall opposite to the

wall where the main jet was attached. In this case, entrainment tas

set up in the region between the secondary jet and the main jet,

lowering the pressure and eventually causing a large enough pressure

differential across the jet to allow it to break aw from the at-

tached wall, overcome the adverse momentam effects imposed an it by

the secondary fluid stream, and attach to the val from which the

secondary fluid was issuing. ?his PattractinO switching suggested

an alternate approach in the thnst vectoring of a fluid through use

of a coanda nozzle, than the ome isMially proposed by B. W. Horton.

Gpi also pointed out that the pure montm o mdel of jet switching

was in error and that a new modil, which was called the ntrainmunt

molel, should be investieated to account for both the momentuam and

entrainment effects enoountered during the thrust vectoring process.

The Problem

The model of the coanda-effect noesle that OpfeU used at the

time "attraction" switching occurred was detrimental to the switch

because the perpendicular "attraction" jet set up momentum transfer

and pressure differential forces that acted in a direction opposite
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to the notion of the switching primary jet. The nozzle used by Opfell

also recuired large secondary mass flows to execute the "attraction"

switch and was not able to consistently switch the jet when operating

under "attraction" conditions. For these reasons, it was decided to

redesign the nozzle so that the adverse nomentum and pressure differ-

ential characteristics would be eliminated, and so that jet switching

could be consistently demonstrated during subsonic and supersonic

flow of the primary fluid. A comparison between the parallel injector

coanda-effect nozse and the coanda-effect nozzles used by both Elsby

and Opfell was desirable and, therefore, the variable geometry asqt

of these nozzles was retained. The redesigned nouzle was then test e

to obtain basic information on the ability of the nozzle to thrust

vector a supersonic two-dimensional compressible fluid.

In both Elsby's and Opfell's work leakage of the nozzle in the

vicinity of the junction of the converging and diverging sections of

the nozzle was listed as a source of experimental error. It was de-

cided as a secondary problen to devise a way of sealing these coanda

nozzles and tus, to qualitatively determine the effect leakage had

on the results. The sealing technique disovered in this part of the

investigation w, incorporated into the redesigned nozzle used in the

latter part of the study.

Assumptione

The primary and secondary jets were assumed to be two-dimensional

for this study. As can be seen in Fig. 4, page 14, the main jet exit-

ing from '-he redesigned coanda-effect nozzle is indeed two-dimnsionall

however, the secondary fluid streams exiting from the injectors drilled

6
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in the diverging base blocks of the nozzle are not two-dimsnsional.

The secondary jets were assumed to be two-dimensional because of the

nearness of the walls of the testing chamber to the issuing jets as

compared to the distance between the sidewall of the nozzle and the

centerline of the primary jet stream. The boundary layer bulldup on

the glass walls of the testing chamber was assumed to be negligible.

Gravitational effects were neglected since the coanda-effect nozzle

,was mounted vertically on the test stand.

Objectives and Criteria

The primary objective of this experimental study was to deter-

mine the effect of parallel injection of a secondary fluid on a

coanda nozzle used as a device for thrust vectoring a tvo-dimbnai.'nal

compressible fluid. A secondary objective was to compare the parallel

injection coanda nozsle with a conentional (perpendicular injection)

coanda nozzle. The definition of optimm conditions under which

thrust vectoring occurred in the parallel injection nozzle was also

desired. iccessful thrust vectoring in the test nozzle was con-

sidered to occur when the attached main jet could be made to switch

and attach to the optirite wal as a result of injection of the

secondary fluid. Optitaw conditiens for thrust vectoring were con-

sidered to exist when a maxim lateral thrust force was obtained

with a minimum secondary fluid flow rate.

Ie to the comparison desired between the parallel injector

coanda nozzle and the conv-ntional nozzle used by laby, it was

7
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decided to restrict the investigation to the optimum switching con-

ditions suggested by RLsby' a data. After a study of Elsby'a work was

made and after reviewing the divergence angles commohly used in the

diverging sections of fluid flow devices, it was decided that the

design conditions were to be: Divergence angLe ( e ) equal to 100;

setback ratio (d/b) e"al to 4 through 7; and a nozzle pressure ratio,

that is the ratio of the total pressure in the nozzle stagnation

chamber to the ambient pressure (Po/Pa), that yielded primary flow

Mach numbers in the low supersonic range. The basic geometric param-

eters of the nozzle are defined in Fig. 2.

Thrust vectoring phenomena and the geometry of the flow were

observed with photographic and pressure sensing techniques. Schlieren

and Interferometer optical systems wre used for the photographic

anlysi while static pressures taken at specified points along the

nozzle sidewall wore used for the determination of attachment point

and lateral thrust earement.

8
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fte Oomdo-Sffct Nosels used in this stadj wa a noiflcation

of the nossls wed by flsby (Aaf 9). fb. main modification to the

naole caAisted of the dosip of a pair of paralel injectors in

accordace witL oriteria reommelnd by wrbre ' (sf 4:383), an

Installation of thoe Injectors into the divoling section of the

nossle. Oe val of the diverging section of the nos1e was also,

modified to acommodate i1 instead of the 9 static presr top

prevouby instaled in it. Daring the modifieation, redeipt, and

umfacture, extreme care ws taken to omservethe original dim.-

sims of the nosle. 5hds us done so that a beals of cmereon

w eld ast betme the remite obta nled ith the pmllel Injector

eefeet male and thoese MAWith t we als used I Mdw.

w a siebe ~ el parameter of byls muele are U std be-

lov for the eemidmee of te reds,'

4/b - varWe m 4 toe7

h -0.12 q. in.
I. -. 601.

soe comonent Of the ooma-f e sdls that It, the oem-

vegLn blocks and the sideaml blocks, mwe maedned from Is Ineh

brass stock.

In circular bae plete at the test sectiom ws macied from

Sinch aldmm stock Md had a slat out 1. its center. TW fr-es

10
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were mounted on the be plate adjacent to t he 810v and parallel to

the long side of the slot. hose frames were held in position by

AJlenhead bolts inserted from beneath the base plate and into holes

tapped in the bottom of the frames. Formica cement was placed be-

tween the base plate and the bottom of the froe to insuro an air-

tight seal. The converging blocks of the nosle were then inserted

between the walls formed by the frames and into the slot cr.t in the

ba, plate. These blocks were held in position by four bolts which

fitted through holes drilled in both the blo-ke and the fram. The

horisontal sulface of the convergent block had a keyway cut into it

to accept a key-tab in the base of the Olverging section of the

nozzle, a threaded hole ws also tapped in each block below the key-

way so that the traversing assembly bolt could be acommodated.

In assembling the apparatu., a thin layer of formica cement was

brushed Into the ksyw of the oaversng section and the divergng

blocks wer mated e It sod pesitimed at a specific setback ratio

(d/b). m the sides of t e oavesrasg and dvering blocks that

would contact the glase walls of the est section were coated with a

thin layer of formicea cement. he "ass walls with their aluminum

supporting rings wre then belted to the Wo supporting frms and

the oement was allowed to d6r. V the foeia cement tes fully

cured, a thin flexible film existed betbeen the gLass wall of the

test section and the brass blocks, thus forming a leakproof gasket.

The entire assembly was then attached to the settling ohamber by bolts

inserted through the holes drilled in the base plate and into the

71
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tapped holes in the settling chamber cap. Ngares 3 and 4 show the

nossl coupmeonta in various stages of assembly.

Each ill of the convergLng section of the coanda nozzle had a

300 oonvergnce angle and had an injector inserted in its horizontal

surface at threat exit plan.. These injectors were constructed so

that the flow dting from them would be parallel to the primary jet

flow. The diverging walls had a divergence angle of 100. There wore

9 static pressure tape in one wall of the diverging section and 14

static prossure taps in the other wall of the diverging section.

Stainless stool tubes were inserted in each of the 23 static proesure

tape. Th es tubos wre sealed and cemented in place with Epox resin.

So detail drawing of the modified coanda-effoct nossle can be found

in Appendix C.

lk7, ell-freo air ms spplied bF two &e;sctrio* y driven cran-

pressers. S largr oompressor .hto provided air at a mduunm line

~ preoser ef P3 podas used as a source of air for the primary

flow. IM seoadry ietoionm air ms provided by a smeler ccoress-

or As smpplled air at a mwaom 2im pressure of 50 pai. Full

flo regdation of both at the air sppals was obtained by diverting

excess air to am exterior edsus. lis prooeoar provided a near2y

steado mss flow rate for each e merntal ondtion. Me total

p"sure In the nozzle settling chamber was regulated by a set of

hand operated valves connected in parallel upstream of the settling

chamber. S condary Injection air was regulated with oe quick-acting

12
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Fig- 3

Parallel Injector Ocanda Nozzle

13
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44

Parall Injector Coauada Nozzle
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valve located upstream of two simple cm-off flow valves. A scma~tic

representation of the fluid supply system is shmo in Fig 5.

Instrufentation

The stagnation flow temperatures were measured using a potenti-

omster cameoted to ccpper-comstantan thermocouples located in the

flometer pipes upstream of the measuring device. ge thermocamples

were installed in accordance with ASM standards. I mass flow

rates of both the primary and secondary air streams were detawned

by a method reported in the 1961 ASNE Flowmter COoqatatom Nandboc*

(bf 1). A 1.05 inch diamter shar-edpd orifice with flag tape

installed in a 2 inch diameter schedu-4O pipe ws used to measure

the flow rate of the pimary air, whle a .500 Inch dimter sharp-

edged orifice ith flange tap installed In a 2 lush diameter sdele-

0 ipe uwasued to measure sondary air flow rate. hth the flow-

meters used in the tet owe Installed In aooordeme with the stand

ards listed In kf 2.

In primaw fluid presure pstrem of the orifioe s measured

with a 0 to 200 tlh memy dial me te amated in 1 Inch in-

crementas. The seomiary fld preemie uetrem of the orifie was

measured with & 0-100 psi gmage gradmated In ome psi Increments. Soe

pressure drop across both the primacy flow orifle and the secondary

flow orifice was measured with a 30 Inch water filled -tabe someter

connected to flange taps. S nosslo stanation pressure was measured

with a 0-200 inch mrcury dial mnometer paieated in 1 inch incre-

ments. This manometer was comnected to a static pressue port lo-

cated in the wall of the settling chamber. 2h difference between
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the total and static pressure measured in the settling chmber was

nelOcted because the area ratio of the settling chmber to the

noasls throat was more than 400 to 1. The static pressure an the

diverging wals of the nosle was measured using twnty-three, 30

inch, U-tube, mercury anmeters. M static pressure tape wer con-

nected to the minter. through 3/32 inch stainless stel and 14 inch

plastic tubing.

22ticl W- an

I Nach-Zender tpe interferometer (Fig. 6) ms used as the pri-

mary optical system for vidung thrust vectoring phammma Ahich oc-

curred in the parallel injector ooanda nozzle. A ontinuoas sm

•ircaeiun arc lsm with a wve l gth of %W oitele s0 astrm

dto vas used as the lid sou r go i tr r. s reader

is referred to 3st 15 for a soptete 4euiptimm otfs tI'pe of inter-

foremeter. "IS iner~ftmeb wMe eemvewlt e a ei qlerpm oa l

ptum by inset ng a lee oe at swtobed in frent . tie oemb ng

spltter, so tat the 11t met pssing tin w tie ot sewom ian

sietey bloeds ofst, =A IsrUt a bft eip at the focol point

of the ikt em aheed of ts v1sing pint. Ossim of the ~nife

edge in the above prooodare eomvrtod te inteorfrnter into a

dsdwmpph device. s aire ns a 1an p me used as te Ust

soum for the mablierm and s Wh , pt systems. V oPaF1,e m

taken uing a camera fitted with a Polaroid film bolder. Um using

the interforosmter as a shlierm or Vdwpab sstm half of the

light was blocked off, and the shtter speed bad to be chaugd.

17
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Polaroid Vps 4,7 film was used for both interferometer and s ltorm

photogpapbs.

A fastax camera was used at 7,000, ,ooo, aM 1,000 fame per

second o make high speed, interfermeter, sohjleren, and Ishdopqaph

film of the thrust vectoring pheammna. A timing si=al was placed

an the fil so that Jet switching time of the ain fluid strem could

be measured. The film used in the fastax camera was Dupont 16 -m,

931A rapid reversal for black and w*it. photoapby and assUn-Udek

3B 430 for the color photopapJ .

Sound Racording Sammnt

A Ownral hdio type 1550-A Octave knI Noise hmlMe with a

frequency rangs of 20 to 10,000 ope um used to reoord the aemge in

noise level at the position intoated in Je. 6. 2h nois anmlymer

is calibrated In deoblbm and yLd nois data in slgat d.tinct

band widths dW.bo are 20 to 75 op., 75 to X% ape, 150 to 300 ope,

300 to 600 ope, 600 to 1200 ape, 1200 to 2400 ops, 2400 to 4SO ops,

and 4800 to 10,000 op. Mw adlyser om also be usod to give an

overall noise level In the band wIdth 20 to 10,000 op.. A ooplete

description of ts eqpipmt am be found In Bef 10. ?Us equipment

was incorporated into the toot appar t'a so that my noise reduction

that occurred by using parallel injection of the second ry fluid

could be sensed.

19
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Osnseal

Data runs were made an the parallel injector nossle at setback

ratios (d/b) of 4, 5, 6, and 7. fb. nossle ws operated at pressure

ratios of 1.86, 2.20, 2.89 and 3.39 for a setback ratio of 4, at

pressure ratios of 1.86, 2.20, 2.60 mad 2.89 for a setback ratio of

£, at pressure ratic3 of 1.80, 1.86, 2.20 sad 2.35 for a setback

ratio of 6, and at pressure ratios of 1.63, 1.70, 1.87 and 1.91 for

a setback ratio of 7. The criterin that eetablidid the mnxL m

pressure ratio to be used at a qecific setbe* ratio vs the limit

at which the secondary Jet ould se d rtb in of the primary fluid

let.

A tnical test ru ws omadwoted In the folloing mmmr:

(1) get up ad seal masle at the desred setback ratio.

(2) Ateoeb primar flaid jet to the desired noze sidemll,

(3) NOtMIsb mule preeinS ratio (lPP).

(Ibeer mgess"m data to mainse k, and To.

(S) itcb primwy jet throu& use of paraLlal injection of the

.eocamiuz fluid and record data to useas"re and Ts.

(6) oat off i.0 ti of secondary fluid and condo the static

pressure SOrM.

Test Procedure

The no Ase as set up and sead In thme desired geomtri al con-

fipratin following the uoeth¢4 given on Page 10 of this report.

20
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Attachment of the jet to the desired sidewall was accomplished by in-

jecting fluid from the secondary injector near the sidevall on which

attachmet was to occur and then openIng valves to start the primary

fluid flowing through the nosle. This procedure caused the primary

fluid to attach to the designated nozzle wall in all cases. The pri-

mary fluid jet was switched by injecting the seconday fluid on the

side of the primary jet opposite to where the initial separation-

babble was formed. The mechanism that explains these phenomena in

discussed in detail in the Results Section of this study.

Noise level and schlieren and interferometer photographs were

obtained on subsequent data runs which imediately followed the static

pressure survey run. The Furpose of these ris was to record the

change in noise level associated with the parallel Injection of the

secondary fluid and to record phetev eeol&y the switchng of the

jet from one nossle wall to the other. These additioml me also

served as a *he*i on the mass flow rate data and the te eatur data

obtained an the original test ra.

After all the necessary data fte a specific setback ratio mw

obtained, the nossle asembly me dismantled from the setting chamber

and soaked 18 to 24 har in commercial grade aooene. This soaking

was necessary to break the ftoric cement seal foraed betwee the

brass nouzle blocks and the glass test section wlls. the nossle was

thm taken apart, cleaned, reassembled, and sealed in the next set-

back ratio configuration.

The minima secondary mass rate of flow required to switch the

ain jet from one noszle sidewall to the other was obtained by open-

ing the supply line to the secondary injector near the wall where

21
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the primary Jet was attached and then starting the secondary fluid

coepressor, thus allowing the pressure in the injector stagnation

chamber to gradually build up. When the primary jet switched, the

necessary data was recorded to determine the mass rate of flow of

the secondary fluid. The gradual buildup technique gave conistent

and repeatable data at the individual test conditions.

Since the jet switching encountered in this test occurred almost

instantaneously, a high speed (7,000 frames per second), 16 uilli-

meter film was made to record this phenomena. This film further docu-

mented the switching characteristics in the parallel injector coanda-

effect nossle and shows the switching phenomena using interferometer,

sublieren, and shadowgraph optical techniques.

22
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IV. Datta Reduction Methods

Determination of Primary Saecon a a Flow Rates

The method used in this study for the calculation of both the

primary and secondary fluid mass flow rates is given In the ASI

floweter Computation Handbook (Ref 1) published in 1961. This method

is particularly useful in that the iterative procedure required by

the older method (Ref 2) has been carried out for sost comonly used

flow pipe-orifice combinations and the iterative results are listed

in the form of tables. The newer mass flow computation method simply

requJres knowledge of the flow-pipe diameter, the flow-pipe scho e

number, the type of orifice being used and its diameter, the type of

fluid being used, and the temperature of the fluid. Fluid mass flow

rates are easily found since all of these qnantities are usually

known. The newer ;ethod also ealminates the use of costly computer

time and special propmis fo quick cauttion of mase flow rates.

Determination of Jet Attachment Locto

Croesley (Hef 7,o) and S&w (Pae 22sS2) defined the jet

attachment location as the point on the nossle sidemall were the

maida static pressure occurred, but on (Ref 1972) determined

that the attachment point was upstream of thie location. A. 3.

Mitchell (sf 16t3Ll), in a cement an Mson. article, concluded that

the method for Jet attachment location proposed by Sawyer et al, vms

in close agreement with Olson's work at the ler Mach mebers. he

Jet attachment point was taken as the point of msimm val statia

pressure because only low Mach number flow was used in this at**.

23
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The attachment point, for the various setback ratios, was taken from

pressure coefficient versus non-dimensional wall distance plots

(Fi. 53, 54s 55, and 56).

Determination of Nossle Thrust

A nozzle thrust comparison was made using theoretical axial

thrusts and computing lateral forces from the pressures measured along

the nozzle wall. The theoretical axial forces were the forces that

the cw-ked flow exiting from the throat and the secondary injector

smarted on the noszle. These forces were found from the isentropic

thrust equation for a fluid exiting from a choked convergent nossle

(ref 23:103). The equation used was:

F0 : POt [2( )iPO

where the appropriate throat area and stagnation pressure were used

to yield the forces amerted b7 the primary and secondary flow, re-

spectively, m the noile. The latwl forces acting an the nossle

were determined br a mechanical integration of the static pressure

versus distance c e oained frm measureent made on the diverging

walls of the nole. The curve was actrapolated to the nozzle throat

so that a pressuai could be detrmned between the throat of the

nesle and the first static pressure tap. This integration yielded a

resultant force acting perpeodicular to the nousle sidevalls. The

addition of the axial component of the resultant force to the two

analytically determined forces was defined to be the thrust of the

nozzle. The component of the resultant force that was normal to the

nossle centerline was defined to be the lateral thrust of the nmile.

2h4
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7he effects of friction, lateral -wmmentu, and the pressure

acting on the area between the nozzle throat and the setback nozzle

walls were ignored in the thrust analysis.

Determnation of Reynolds Number

The method used to determine the Reynolds umber based n the

width of the nozzle throat was the same as that used by ILaby

(Ref 9:115). The derivation 4s presented for the conveniece of the

reader.

The Reynolds nuber, based on the nozzle throat width (b), is

gven by

y Pt Vt bRey b  /I

but

Pt At

and

M , 0.532 Pa b (ff 23185)

therefore,

R 0.532 Po bReYb Mt i

Determination of Separation-h.bble Pre ,ro

Separation-bubble pressure, that is the average pressure within

the vortex, was experimentally determined fim the intefer ter

25
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photographs taken during tMs study using a modific ation of the metod

described in Ref 15. The method used consists of first finding the

density in the separated region by using the formla

P; P no ° I -L
and then using the perfect gas law (P up r to yield the pressure

in the separation-bubble. The teperature used was asamed to be the

stap.ticn temperature of the main fluid stream.

26
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V. Discussion and Results

Effects of Sea on Switching Requirements

Six test runs were performed in the initial phase of the stud7

to obtain data so that a comparison between the switching require-

ments of the sealed conventional (perpendicular secondary injector)

coanda nozzle and Elsby's (partially sealed) conventional coanda

nozzle could be made. The first two test runs were performed to

indicate what effect nozzle leakage had on the total nozzle pressure

ratio required to obtain the "full flow" limiting condition descriled

by Elaby in Ref 9 as a flow condition where the main fluid stream

spontaneously attaches to both nozzle walls. The runs were performed

at a setback ratio of 4 and at total nozzle pressure ratios of 4.80

and 4.72 respectively. The reaults of these runs indicated that a

7V reduction in pressure ratio was obtained using the sealed nozzle.

The remaining four runs were desiped to indicate what change in the

secondarr ms flow rate required for jet sitohing occurred by using

the sealed noz.le, Too of these runs were coototed at a setback

ratio (d/b) of 4 and a pressure ratio of approximately 2.70, the

other two were oonduoted at a setback ratio (4/b) of 6 and a pressure

ratio (Po/Pa) Of 3.06. The rsuts of thes runs showed that the use

of the sealed nozzle reduced the socoadary mss flow rate required

for jet switching by 33% at a setback ratio of 4, and by 35% at a

setback ratio of 6. A suwmary of the" results is showi in Table I.

Switching Mchanim-Parallel Injector Coanda Nozzle

The switching mechanism for the parallel injector coanda nozzle

I is radically different from the conventeml switching mechanism

27
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described by Bourque and Wevman (Ref 5),O Sawyer (Ref 22), Dodds

(asf 8), and others. A brief review of the conventional switching

mechanisa is repeated here for the convenience of the reader.

Wen a fluid jet with a turbulent boundary exits into an ambient

fluid field which has an equal or lower viscosity, the turbulent

boundary entrains fluid from the ambient field. If a wall is placed

near the issuing jet, this entrainment is disrupted and eventally a

low pressure region is formed between the jet and the wall. The low

pressure region causes the jet to deflect and attach to the wall. At

this time a vortex is formed between the jet and the wall and the

fluid stays attached to the wall. This phenomena is called the coanda

effect. Now the conentional method for switching this fluid jet from

the attached wall is to introduce a secondary fluid jet into the

vortex (separation region) at right angles to the jet. This has two

effects, it detrMa the low paeeinre regon and vortez, and it pro-

dcces a mmentua deflection of the prinuy jet. Both of thee effects

cause the Jet to move cm from the atthing wal. Owce the jet is

dtaohed from the wall It Is oved, mW in the vicinity of another

wall, by a force which results from the emenatum transfer between the

main flud jet and the secondaM fluid jet. Since the min jet is

now In the vicinity of mother wall, the conda effect described

above takes over and the jet attaches to the other wall. the above

sequence is illustrated in Fip. 9 and 10, pages 52 and 53.

In the case of the parallel injector coanda nozzle, the jet

switching sequence (Fig. 7) starts when a secondary fluid flow that

is parallel to the main stream is initiated on the side of the main

29
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1 2

Ai

Sequence R fight to Left, 1 through 5

Mig. 7

Thrust Vectoring Sequence: Interferometer, d/b - 6, o P -P 1.87
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fluid jet opposite to the side facing the attached wall. The second-

ary jet does not attach to the noZzle wall nearest it because although

the pressure in the area between the secondary jet and the wall is

decreased by the entrainment of fluid from the region by the jet, this

decrease is small because the area frm which the entrained fluid is

taken is large with respect to the jet, and because the secondary jet

is three-dimensional. Consequently, only a slight difference in pres-

sure exists across the boundaries of the high energy secondary jet,

(Po/Pa) s - 5 to 7. The small pressure difference is not enough to

cause the jet to move closer to the wall and therefore the jet remains

parallel to the centerline of the nozzle. The secondary jet also en-

trains fluid from the quasi-ambient region between it and the primary

fluid jet. The entrainment by both the primary and secondary jet

rapidly reduces the pressure in the regon between the two jets to a

level that in lower than the pressure existing between the main jet

and the attahing wall. A pressure differential now exists across

the boundaries of the matn fluid Jet and the main jet moves towards

the secondary jet. This movement oases the attachment point of the

min jet to move dowmtaem aloeg the nozzle wall uatil it detaches

from the all, desering the vortex that foerly existed between it

and the wall. As the main Jet paen throu& the centerline of the

nozzle, it comes under the influenoe of a strong vortex system which

has been for.ed between the secondary Jet and the nozzle wall nearest

it. This vortex is caused by the entrainment of the fluid in the

region between the wall and the turbulent boundary of the secondary

jet, and by the circulation induced by the secondary jet itself in

this region. The vortex "attracts" he main jet and causes it to
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attach to the wall. Upon attachinwnt, a portion of the fluid flows

back Into the vortex and a stable "coanda-effect" situation is estab-

lished (see Mg. 12). The secondwry jet can now be liscentinued,

setting up mare aoanda-effect flow, and the primary jet remains at-

tached to the nossle sidewall.

The above motioned pressure differential that exists across the

boundary of the main fluid jet Implies that the pressure on the side

of the fluid jet away from the attachment wall is lower than the pres-

*we an the side of thU jet fac ag the attachment wall. In order to

eplain this, a discussion of the relationship of velocity of a fluid

stream am the entrainment of fluid from a region adjacent to the stream

is in order. ivaulk (Rot 11) demostrated that the amount of fluid

entrained from the surromedimp by a tnrbalet jet i ncre As the

velocity of the jet inerweed. M1w seomsry Jet operated during the

test at a peei ratio that aw qIp wmmately three times reater

than the premsur ratio of O piary fluid jet, and therefore had

a higher weloee1 th to p imw fluid jet. The surface area, based

C c ,e c0 __eemoe, at *o' eaemW Jet was lariger than the sur-

face area at te pr.wy jet md @Ioe "0e velocity of the secondary

Jet w. SPeatmW ta So veleao o the primm'q jet, the entrainment

of the seondary jet was rm' thon h etra mment of the primary

jet. Now when parallel injection of the secondary flow is established

in the nossle, both the secondary Jet and the primary Jet are entrain-

ing fluid from the small region between the two jets at a rate that is

greater than twice the rate that fluid is being entrained from the

region between the primary 'et and the wall. 7his causes the pressure

on the surface of the primary Jet facing away from the attachment
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wall to decrease faster than the pressure on the surface facing the

attachment wall and therefore, a pressure differential is created

across the primary jet. The pressure differential causes the jet to

detach from the attachment wall and switch to the opposite nozzle

wall.

It was determined, from timing marks coded on a high speed

(7000 frames/sec) film, that the jet owitching time in a parallel in-

jector nozzle was .001 seconds. This va3ue agrees we-l with the jet

switching times given in current literature. Schlieren and inter-

ferometer photographs showing the vectoring sequence for various set-

back ratio configurations of the parallel injection coanda nozzle are

shown in Figs. 11 through 34.

Effect of Continued Injection into Separation-abble

Daring the test, when uslng the parallel injector coanda nozzle,

it was noted, that continued injeetion of secondary fluid into the

separation region formed between the wall of the nozzle and the pri-

mary jet caused a stronger vortex to form within the separation

region (Fig. 30). The stronger vortex lowered the mean pressure

within the separation-babble and inwaeed a greater presure differ-

ential across the boundaries of the attaching Jet. The effect of the

increased pressure differential was to increase the curvature of t

pelmary fluid jet, and move the jet attachment point upstream along

the nozzle sidewall towards the nozzle throat. This is opposite to

the behavior that ELsby reported in the study on perpendicular in-

jection coanda-effect nozzles where it is stated that the continued

injection of fluid into the separation-bubble, caused the jet curvature
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to decrease and the jet attachment point to move downstream along the

nozzle until jet detachment and switching occurred. Opfell also re-

ported that the effect of secondary injection into the separation-

bubble was to rove the jet attachment point downstream along the

nozzle wall to the exit. The moement of the attachaent point upstream

when secondary fluid is injected into the separation region is a dis-

tinguis'hing feature of the floir in a parallel injection coanda-effect

nozzle.

Sidewall Attaching Phenomena

The separation-bubble approached a circular shape as the nozzle

pressure ratio (Po/Pa) was decreased in the parallel injector coanda-

effect nozzle. The shape of the separatJ.on-bubble roughly resembled

an bilipse at the higher nozzle pressure ratios. This can be seen by

referring to Fie. 11 through 34. A similar effect was noted by Elsby

in Hof 9. Another interesting feature of the attaching flow was a

roug;ly trianplar shaped separation r*..a that was observed above

the attachment point. W.e reieon, called the secondary separation

region, was first noticed vbile viewing the high speed film taen at

a nozzle setback ratio of 4 and can be seen in Yig. 7, sequence photo-

graph 4. he hi h speed file also shoved a weak vortex occupying this

region which would suggest that a pressure lower than ambient existed

in the region.

The static pressure survey that was performed did not indicate the

presence of the low pressure region (see Fig. 54). This can be ex-

plained by noting that a true static pressure in not measured at any

distance along the wall after the separation point, instead a pressure
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that is composed of static and dynamic components is measured. The

dynamic pressure component is brought about by the fluid that is flow-

ing at an angle to the nozzle wall towaras the nozzle exit. It is

tWis co.aponent that covers un the presence of the second separated

region and the weak vortex inside it. Analysis of the variation of

the surface pressure coefficient (%) -eth non-dimensional wall dis-

tance (x/b), Figs. 53 through 56, does give an indication of the

presence of the second separation region by the steep negative slope

just downstream of the attachment point. The steep negative slope

indicated a rapidly decreasing pressure, and it can be seen from

Figs. 53 through 56 that the steepness of the slope, and therefore

the pressure .n the second separated flow region, decreased with in-

creasing setback ratio (d/b). The presence of a serond separated

region was not reported by Elsby or Opfell; however Reeves and Lees

(Ref 21) demonstrated its presence in supersonic aeearated and reat.

taching larinar flows.

The boundary layer buildup on the surface of the jet opposite the

attaching wall is shown in Fig. 11. he rapidity of the buildup indi-

cates that the boundary of the jet is indeed turbulent and that fluid

is being entrained from the surroundings.

Sid*eWa. Static Pres'3ure Measurement.

The resu ts of the sidet.al_ presure analysis are shown in Pip.

:5 through 56 and are presented as a variation of pressure coefficient

(') versus the non-dimensional -;all distance x/b. It can be seen

from these plots that at a specific setback ratio (d/b), the point of

:,axiiwii static pressure varied by Less than one nozzle idth (b)



during the increase of pressure ratio (Po/Pa). This contradicts the

statements made by Elsby (Ref 9:2S) et al, which indicate that the

maximum static pressure point is moved do mstream along the sidewall

as the pressure ratio (Po/Pa) is increased.

Figures 53 through 57 show that the effect of increasing the set-

back ratio was to move the maximum static pressure point doimstream

along the nozzle wall. This result as es with statements saade by

Elsby, Opfell, and others. The pressure coefficient plots show that

the separation-bubble pressure repr tIed fairly constant at one setback

ratio during the increases of the pressure ratio; this observation

also agrees with Elsby's results (Ref 9:27).

Wring the test, a static pressure analysis of the wall opposite

to the Jet attachment wall was performed (Figs. 62 through 65). The

results of this study showed that a pressure which was less than

ambient anI which increased with increasing pressure ratio, and de-

oreased with decreasing setback ratio, acted along the wall. The

distribution of this lower than ambient pressure was such that it

started at ser at the nossle throat, increased to its maximum value

at a point 3 nosle widths downstream of the throat, and thai decreased

until it equalled atmospheric pressure at the nossle exit. The lover

pressure resulted from the inability of the area surrounding the exit-

ing primary jet to replace fluid entrained b. the jet from that area.

The roughly triangular distribution of the 3 ower pressure can be ex-

plained as follow. As the primary jet exits the noizle plane, the

turbulent boundary layer starts to build up (Ref 3) and fluid begins

to be entrained from its surroundings; this explains the initial in-

creasing pressure distribution. Now as the jet proceeds downstream,
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the jet spreads and velocity decreases, thus decreasing the primary

jet entrainment from the surroundings. The decreased entrainment

from the area surrounding the jet causes the pressure in the area to

decrease and this continues until the jet exits the nozzle. Tee de-

flection of the primuary jet towards the attachment wall also con-

tributes to the decreasing pressure profile for as the fluid jet moves

towards the attachment wall, the boundary of the jet opposite to the

attachment wall can entrain fluid from a larger area, and thus con-

tribute less and less to the pressure distribution.

Jet Attachmer? , Location

Both Eli y and Opfell reported in their work that the jet at-

tachment poi, t moved downstream along the nozle wall as pressure

ratio or setback ratio was increased. Figure 57 shows that increasing

setback ratio did indeed move the attachment point downstream from a

non-dimensional distance (x/b) of 7 to I0N however, increasing the

pressure ratio had relatively little effect n the '.ovement of this

point. In fact, the Jet attachment point remained in a nearly fixed

position for the variation in preear ratio. oomsidered in this stu4.

Again a contradiction ests between geometrically similar con-

ventional and parallel injector ooanda-effect nossles, this time in

the area of the effect increasing nose pressure ratio has on the jet

attachment location. The contradiction can be explained by noting

that at a given setback and pressure ratio, the effect of leakage

would be to increase the separation-bubble pressure to a value that

is greater than the separation-bubble pressure without nozzle leakage.

This increased pressure would cause the Jet attachment point to be
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located do,,mstream of the attachment poiknt obtained with a sealed

nozzle.

The constant attachment point location with increasing nozzle

pressure ratio as obtained with the parallel injector coanda-effect

nozzle would be a desirable feature if the coanda, nozzle was going

to be used in a device where large chanmges in pressure ratio occurred.

Separation-Babble Pressure

Mueller, in Ref 17, showed that an analytical method which was

developed by Nash (Ref 18) for determination of the separationabubble

pressure in uniform supersonic flow over a two-dimensional backstep,

could be extended to the coanda nozzle case. He. states that if the

assumption made by Koret and Chapman (Ref .S) that the recompression

of the attaching streamline up to the attachment point is isentropic

can be accepted, then the separation-bubble pressure could be obtained

by a trial and error solution of the expressions

Pr N Pa-l~

In Wei expressions r is the pressure mesored on the nozzle wall at

the attacbment points Pb is Va separation-babbl, static preasres Pe

is the static (ambient) pressure an the free boundary of the jet, and

I is the recoaqpesuion oefficient and is a ftaction of the Frqnolda

number and Mach number before separation for a particular nozzle con-

figuration. The initial Mach inumber in this study was calculated from

th. total nozzle pressur ratio and assuing imetropic flow.

brat and Chapman stated that N - 1.0, while Nash (Ref 18), after

showing that the criterion originally put forth by brat and Chapman

-was not consistent with experimental data, suggested that NI .g
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ueller suggests in his article that N - 2.0. An analysis of the

seoaration-bubble pressure was made using the interferometer photo-

graphs obtained during this study to determine what value of N was sug-

gested by the data. Tne result of this analysis is presented on a

graph taken from Re 17 in Fig. P. As can be seen from this figure,

the value obtained for N in this study was approximately .65 and lies

between the values suggested by Korst and Chapman and Nash. It is

considerably belo! the value put forth by Mueller.

Secondary Mass Flow 1euirements for Thrust-Vectoring

-Arlier in this report (see page 27), the extreme effects that

leakage in the area of the separation-bubble had on the amount of

secondary mass flo , renuired to switch the jet were pointed out. For

this reason and for othersb which are enumerated in the following para-

graph, it is felt tha6 the difference in the secondary mass flow re-

nuirenents between the partially sealed nozzles of Elsby and Opfell

and the sealed parallel injector coanda nozzle can not be entirely at-

tributab2 e to the change in secondary injection technicues.

At this point it is instructive to review the effect that in-

creasing nozzle pressure ratio has on separation-bubble pressure. As

the nozzle pressure ratio is increased, the velocity of the jet is in-

creased, and the entrainment reouirement on the attached boundary of

the jet is increased. The increased entrainment re(u.ired causes a de-

crease in the senaration-bubble pressure, thus tending to "hold" the

jet more firmly to the 'vall. It would seem then that an increased

secondary mass flow recuirement would be needed to switch the jet

'Thichever method (i.e., parallel or perDendicular secondary irJection)
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was used. The case of perpendicular secondary injection would espe-

cially indi cate that an increased secondary mass flow would be re-

quired because more secondary fluid would be needed to destroy the

lower bubble pressure, and because the momentum deflection of the pri-

mary jet would be less effective due to the increased momentum of the

high velocity main stream. Investigation of Elsby's and Opfell's re-

sults in this area reveals that the secondary injection mass flow re-

quired decreased with increasing pressure ratio, contradicting the

physical picture presented above and the results obtained in this

study. It is felt that the nozzle leakage, listed as a source of ex-

perimental error by both Elsby and Opfell, caused this contradiction.

The results obtained with the parallel injector nozsle, Fig. 58, in-

dicate that jet switching during the operation of this nossle required

an increased secondary mass flow rate as the nozzle pressure ratio was

increased. The secondary mas flow ratio (A/o) required to thrust

vector the primary fluid in the nole varied from .8 to .18 an the

setback ratio was changed from 4 to 7. Farther examination of the

results reveals that an option condtion, that is one which required

a minimum amo nt of secondary injection for jet ow1tching at a given

pressure ratio, occurred between a setback ratio of 4 and 5 for the

nozzle used in this study.

Opfell (Ref 2074) reported that the secondary mass flow ratio

(As/Ao) required to thrust vector the primary fl-Ad by "attractionu

switching was 11.2 when switching was accomplished with his injection

port number 2, and was 14.9 when injection port number 3 was utilized.

The mass flow ratios given above were taken at a setback ratio of 4,

4 and a total nozzle pressure ratio of 2. A comparison of the data
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obtained in this study at a pressure ratio of 4 and a nozzle pressure

ratio of 2 was made with the results reported by Opfel, at these same

conditions. The comparlson showed that a 93% reduction in the mass

flow ratio (A"s ) was obtained when using the parallel injection

nozzle to vector the primary fluid.

An additional comparison between the secondary mass flow required

to thrust vector a fluid in a coanda nozzle was carried out between a

sealed version of the perpendicular secondary injection coanda-effect

nozzle used by Elsby, and the parallel secondary injection coanda-

effect nozzle used in this study. The results of the comparison be-

tween the two geometrically similar nozzles are shown in Fig. 61. The

figure shows that the mass flow requirements for thrust vectoring in-

creased for both coanda nozzles as the pressure ratio increased, and

indicates that for the comparison range, the parallel injector coanda

nossle ease flow requiremts for thrust vectoring were approximately

11.7% lower than the sealed perpendicular injector coanda nozzle re-

quireent. This comparison shows the advantage that parallel in-

jection of the beocndary fluid has over the perpendicular injection

of the secondary fluid whm using relatively large scale ooanda-effect

noule as thrust veotoring devices.

Lateral Thrust

The results of a lateral thrust analysis were not reported for

9- 10 by Elaby (Hof 9); however, for this case, Opfll (Ref 20:37)

reported lateral thumst ratios (F/Fo) that varied sinusoidally be-

tween 32 and 359, for setback ratios of 4 through 7. The parallel

flow coanda nozzle yielded values of lateral thrust ratio that



increased from 9.6 to 18.21, and lateral thrusts that varied rrom

.415 lbf to .755 lbf, as the setback ratio increased from 4 to 7. The

results obtained with the parallel injector nozzle peem reasonable

because the primary jet moves through a greater deflection angle as

setback ratio is increased (Figs. 11 through 34). Opfell's sinusoidal

variation cannot be explained.

The effect of increasing the pressure ratio, at a given setback

ratio, was to decrease the lateral thrust ratio (Fig. 59). The ex-

planation of this is found by recalling that as the nozzle pressure

ratio is increased, the separation-bubble pressure is decreased,

-ausing a decrease in the pressure acting over the length of the at-

tached wall and thus decreasing the lateral thrust. The variation of

lateral thrust efficiency ratio (F/Fo) with pressure ratio (Po/Pa)

is plotted in Fig. 60 and shows that for supersonic flow of the pri-

mary fluid, as the pressure ratio increases, the lateral thrust ef-

ficiency ratio deoreases. A comparison between the data obtained with

the nozzle used in this study (on 100) and the reasulte given in hers

9 and 20 could not be aocoouaished beoause Elsby (Ref 9) only pre-

sented the thrust efficiency plot for 0- 200 and 300 respectively,

and Opfell (Nsf 20) did not present a plot of this nature.

xpandod Flow

At high pressure ratios (above 3.70) and setback rat!" oL 4 and

5, the spontaneoub jet expansion noted by lseby (Ref 9:20) occurred.

The jet expansion was characterized by the attacbment of the isuing

jet to both nozzle walls (Figs. 35 and 36). Reduced pressure in the

regions between the attached jet boundaries ard the base of the nozzle
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is shoum in Fig. 36 and is indicated by the rapid expansion of the

secondary jets issuing into this region, illustrated in Fig. 35. The

effect of injection into this region was to move the boundaries of

the jet closer together, decreasing the nozzle divergence angle e.

Tnis is illustrated by Fig. 35.

Another effect that parallel secondary injection had on the ex-

panded flow pattern was to move the primary flow thrust vactor

through an argls of 7 degrees, toward the side of the nozzle from

which the secorlary injection was issuing. The above two effects,

that is, tho moving of the boundaries downstaeam "ge to the catisfy-

ing of the primary jet entrainment recuirements by the secondary flow

and the movemezi, of the thrust vector by injection of the secondar7

fow, would suggest the use of the parallel injection coanda nozzle

as a steerable propulsive device in the high supersonic range where

-ropulsive systems are commonly used. The secondary injection of

fluid parallel to the supereouic main stream would also increase the

thrust of the coanda-nossle. The explanation of thrust increases in

parallel floing stream is given by Lutz in Ref 11.

Noise Reduction Duo. to Secns Wnection

Lighthil (Rif 13) states that noiN is radiated sound which

represents ener1 extracted from the jet and propogated away through

the atmosphere. The noise can be indcced by fluctuating vortex move-

ments oi by the motion found in the turbulent boundary laWrs which

are formed during high Reynolds number flow of fluid jets. It was

pointed out by Lighthill that the main source of noise is the turbu-

lent jet boundary layer and that the intensity of the noise is a
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function of the root-mean-sqaare (rms) velocity of this layer. Light-

hill con'!uded that the only successful methods for reduction of jet

noise would be those that decreased the rms turbulent velLity. This

redi t on, he suggested, could be done by either reducing the jet

velocity (udesirabie for propulsion applications), or diminishing

the relative velocityr of the jet and the air adjacent to it. The

paralial injectcr no-zle ased in this study falls into the latter

category, and during the test a reduction in the noise level at a

point (showm in Fig. 6) was noticed. The overall noise reduction in

peak sound at this point is sho-m in Figs. 37 through 5. and varied

from 1 to 11 decibels (db). This reduction is significant bacauae a

10 lb reduction in overall peak sound is the madmum reduction obtain-

able with present day flightweight, noise reduction devices, and this

raduction is obtained during normal operation of the nossle, inducing

no performance loss and requiring no additional hardwar. Additional

signifi.cance in the noise reduction iaced by the parallel injection

of secondary fluid in a oeanda-effect nessle can be obtained by a

further examination of Figs. 37 throu 51 where it oan be see that

the noise reduction takes place in the hiie frequency rang., that

is above 1000 ape. The reduction of noise in these ranges greaty

lessens the acoustic fatigue problems como to high mass rate of

flow compressible fluid systems.

Limits of Jet Switchina

During the test definite limits were reached beyond which the

main jet could not be vectored. These limits were reflected in the

aadmum pressure ratio (Po/Pa) used at a given setback ratio and were
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Po/Pa - 3.39 for d/b - 4, Po/Pa - 2.89 for d/b - 5, Po/Pa - 2.35 for

d/b - 6, and Po/Pa - 1.90 for d/b - 7. Pig. 58 shows that the limit-

ing factor was the secondary mass flow rate. As can be seen from this

graph, the secondary mass flow rate increases with increasing pressure

ratio when the primary fluid flow is supersonic. Therefore, the max-

!,,=m secondary mass rate of flow available limits the pressure ratio

at which the primary Jet will switch from one nozzle sidewall to the

other. The reason for this behavior can bo explained by noting that

as the setback ratio (d/b) increases, the area from which the second-

ary Jet entrains fluid increases and therefore the pressure drop in

the area between the secondary Jet and the nozzle sidewall decreases.

Because the presure drop In this region 1s decreased, less of a Wf-

ferential in pressure exaste across the primary Jet, arAd the main fluid

Jet has less of a tendency to move away from its attachment wall. It

can be seen from this that increased entrainment, whic.h requires in-

creased pressure ratio and the associated increased secondary mass

flw,, is required to cause Jet switching as the sethttk ratio is in-

creased in the parallel injector coanda-effret nozle.

mlow Ras factorsho-

Thro=eout the conduct of this stadty, it was assumed that the

fluid in both the primary and secondary Jet streams was dry, oil-free

air. htamination of the Sohleren photographs presented in this re-

port shows that droplets of water formed on the glass test section

wall during the data runs. It was also noticed (using the interfer-

ometer system) that after each test run, a residue remained on the

test section glass. The residue, believed to be formed by oil in the
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air supply, -as deposited so thAt after the attaching Jet had bee

discontinued, its outlino could be seen on the glass test secticea

walls. This, of course, would bias the orientation of a now fluid

Jet exiting from ths nozzle throat. The extent of the error induced

by the two above factors could not be determined during this stu.
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VI. ,Conclusions

The following conclusions are based upon the results of this

st.,dy:

1. The complete sealing of Bisby' s coanda-effect nozsle de-

creased the secondary mass flow required for jet switching by 33% at

a setback ratio (d/b) of 4, and by 34% at a setback ratio of 6.

2. The complete sealing of Wsby's coara-effect nozzle d-

creased the pressure ratio required for jet switching by I& at a

setback ratio (d/b) of 4, and a nozzle pressure ratio (Po/Pa) of 4.76.

3. Thrust vectoring in a parallel secondary injection coanda

nozzle is characterized by the deflection of the main jet towards the

secondary jet. This is opposed to the thrust vectoring sequence en-

countered in perpendicular secondary injection coanda nozsles where

the main jet is moved away fro% the secondary jet.

4. Continued injection into the attached flow separation-bubble

des not oame jet etaoent fro the nozele sid~eall.

5. Beeondary injection into the separation-bubble does not nove

the jet attachment point domtr m along the nozzle sidevall.

6. Increasing nose setback ratio (4/b) moves the attahment

point domwtreem along the nossle aidewall.

7. In scondary injection flow required to ase thrust e'tor-

Lag in a parallel injector oonda-effeet nossle increases with inoreas-

ing nozzle setback ratio (/b).

8. The secondary injection flow required to cause thrust vector-

ing in a parallel injection coanda-effect nossle, increases with in-

creasing nozzle pressure ratio when the primary nozzle flow is
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supersonic.

9. The secondary injection flow required to cause thrust vector-

ing in a parallel injection coanda-effect nozzle was 11.7% less than

the amount required by a geometrically similar sealed perpendicular

injection coanda-effect nozzle.

10. The secondary injection flow reauired to cause thrust vector-

ing in a parallel injection coanda-effect nozzle was 93, less than

the value reported by Opfell in Ref 9.

11. The lateral thrust ratio (Fs/Fo) increases with increasing

setback ratio (d/b), and decreases with increasing pressure ratio

(Po/Pa)-

12. The results of this study indicate that, for the conditions

tested, the maximum lateral thrust for the minimum injection mass

flow required to thrust vector a fluid through use of a p?-alle.

secondary injector coanda-effect nozzle, occurred between a setback

ratio (d/b) of 4 and 5.

13. Noise level drops of from I to 1n decibels can be obtained

by the secondary injection of fluid in a parallel secondary injector

coanda-effect nosle.

14. The jet switching time in a parallel injector coanda-effect

nozzle Is approximately .001 sonds.

15. The mean pressure in the separation-ubble in parallel in-

Jector coanda-effect nozzles can be fowud by using the forsmula

P-N [+- 1]+, wre N- 0.65.
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VII. Recommendations

1. Construct a two-dimensional parallel secondary injector

coanda-effect nozzle with. variable mass flow rate secondary injectors

so that an extension of the results presented in this study into high

Maoh number regions could be made, and so a matching of the entrain-

meat requirements on the boundary of the main jet could be made.

2. Perform an investigation to analytically determine the value

of the recompression coefficient N, and to further examine the flow

In the secondary separation region reported in this study.

3. Utilize strain gauge instrumentation to measure lateral

thrust of coanda nozzles.
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Flow Piiotograplis

The scilhieren and Intrrownter photographs po11ecteA in this

==vPpendix were taken diirling tie conduct of tIs study.



Perpendicular Injection Sequence -Right to Left

Ig. 9

Thrust Vectoring Sequence: Schlieren, db - 14, Po/P& 3.20
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Perpendicular Injection Soquse. - Right to Left

F1ig. 10

Thrust Vectoring Sequence: Interferomieter, d/b - 4., Po/Pa. 3.2
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,

Parli. Injectim Sequence - lFdght to Left

Fig. i i

Thrust Vectoring Sequonces Sohlieren, d/b - ki; Pa/Pa 1.86

i
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Parallel Injection Seaenoe - Mitat to Left

Fig. 12

Thrust Vectoring Nnuffice: Interferometer, d/b - 4.,; Pd/Pa .1.86
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Parallel Zujotion Seqpmog - Left to ldght

M~g. 13

Thrust Vectoring Sequence: Schlieren, d/b m 1; po/pa 2.8



GAi 6WA/I4/65-7

Parallel Injection Sequence - Left to J~ghtI

Fig. 114

Thrust Vectoring Sequence: Intrferometor, d/b - 14; PO/P& 2.8



OAK 65k1/65-7

Parallel Injection Sequence - Right to Left

F1 g. 1.5

Thrust V@ctorinlg Sueq~nce Schieren, d/b 4; Po/Pa .33
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GAM 65A/Mg/65-7

Parallel INjection Sequece Rigbt to Left

n g. 16

Thrust Vectoring Sequences Interferometer,, d/b 4 j PW/Pa 3.39
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ONJ 65A/mg/65-7

P a llol Nectio Sequence - Rgt to Left

Aig. 17

Thrust Vectoring Sequences Shlieren, d/b - 5; Po/Pa 1.86
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GAM 65A/14E/65-7

Parallel Injection Sequence - MRit to loft

ThrstVecorngseqenesFig. 18
Thrst ectrin SeuenesInterforometer, d/b a 5; Po/Pa 1.86



AK, 65A/Mg/65-7

'II

&

Paallel Injection Sequence - Fght to Left

Fig. 19

Thrust Vectoring Sequence: Schlieren, d/b Po/P a  2.20

64p



GAhl 65A/wE/65-7

Parallel Injection Sequence - Right to Left

Fig. 20

L Thrust Vectoring Sequence: Interferometerp d/b a 51 P0 /P& 220
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OAK 65A/m /65-7

Parallel Injection Sequence - Left to ight

F1g. 21

Tnrut Vectoring Sequence: Schlieren, d/b - 5; Po/P a " 2.89
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4 GM 65,k/65-7

Parallel Tnjection Soene -Left to Ri ght

Fig. 22

Thrust Vectorin& Sequences Interferometer, d/b a 5; Po,/Pa 2.89
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OW 65A/mg/65-7

Parallel Injection Sequence - Left to Right

Fig. 23

Thrust Vectoring Sequences Solieren, d/b - 6; P*/g -1.87



WA 65A/Mg/65-7

Paranae injection Sequence - Left to m~ght

Thrst ectrin Seuene:Interferamter, d/b - 61 PO/Pa a1.87
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- 6 /W65-7

Parallel U.ection Seqncoe - IIght to Left

Pig. 25

thnit Vectoring Sequences Sobieren- d/b - 6 Po/P" 2.22
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am 65AAWI65-7

Parallel IL2jetios Ssqmenoe - light to Left

Ft g. 26

Thrst Vectoring Sequence: Interferameter, 4/b u61 Pd/P. 2.2



mA 65A/IW65-7

?laranilb njtlon ft me - jh to Left

Fig. 27

Thruat Vectoring SWPunce: Schlirm, d/b - 6; P/Pa 2.3
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Paralla injection sequame a .1t to Lft

71g. 28

Thrust Veactoring Sueuc.: Interforometer, 6/b a 6 1 Pd/pa 2o3
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OMR 6SA/I/65-7

Parallel Injection Sequence - ight to Left

Fig. 29

Thrust Vectoring Sequences Schlieron, d/b w 71 Po/Pa 01.70
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%AN 65A/Mg/65-7

Paae InJeot~im Sequence Mot to Left

Fig. v3

Thrust Vectoring Sewpence: Interfrainete, d/b a 7; PO/Pa -17



Oa 65A1/65-7

?arlll Injoction Sequence - Right to Loft

Thrust Vectoring Sequences Schlieren, d/b a 7; Po/Pa 1.87
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Parallel Injeatlon 3eqace ight to Left

R g. 32

Thrust Vectoring Squence: Interferometert d/b *7j P ',P 3 =1.87
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aAK 65A/N/65-7

Parallel Inje tion Soeqe. - ight to Left

Fig. 33

Thrust Vectoring Sequences Schlioren,, d/b a 7; Pwpa al.9
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GMl 65A/Ml/65-7

Parallel Injectioni Sequence - Right to Left

pi g. 34'
Thrust Vectoring Sequence: Interferometer, d/b - 7?; PO/a19
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GAN 65AAR65-7

Fig- 35

Expazd now Sequence: Soblirm, d/b 4j Ii; 7 a -6.05

soI



UNM 65A/Mg/65-7

awM Ep nFow Sequence: Interferomster, d/b 4p I, .Pa 6.05



OAK 
65A/Mg/65-7

Plottae Data

All of the plotted data referenced in the body of this report

have been collected in this appendix.
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Gam 65A/HE/65-7

OCTAVE PASSLO IANDS CYCLE MU WEOO
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MA 65A/NB/65-7

=CAVE PAUS W=t IN CM~E U MUCOM
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GlAN 65A/)a/65-7

OCTAVE PASS SAW IN CYCaS M U"1401 V- 7S - M NO 620 MO 24M --M
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aAK 65a/N365-7
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M11 65A/NIV65-7
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oW 65A/XB/65-7
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GAM! 65A/ME/65-7
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GAm 6,A/!M/6--7
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OAM 65A/HE/65-7

OCAVE PASS SANDS IN CYCL ESE COND
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I OAKq 65A/m9/65-7
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0A1 65A/NE/65-7

OCTAVE PAUS SANO 3M CYM PM UWON
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OW 65A/W365-7

OTAVI PAU LMMS IN CM~E U M CO*
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UKM 65A/ME/65-7
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OaM 65A/Mg/65-.7
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Oam 65A/N/65-7
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OAK 65A/)M/65-7
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GAM 65A,!/*V65- 7
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GAJM 65A/ME/65-7
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GM65A/NE/65-7
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GAN 65A/Mg/65-7
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UAN 65M/E,65-7
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GAM 65A/MF/65-7
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GAM 65A/Vlv-/65-7
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GAM 65A/WE!6;-7
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Gam 6,5A/hWE65-7

Appendix C

Test Nozle Dimensions
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Detail A:

Preusure tap.05

7 -See Detail A

000 32

/ . .. 00 0 0

4.575

4.625

.All dimesime are, :.n inches.

Fig- 66

-, Diverging mock Dimaensions
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GAX 65A/Mg/65-7

Notes All diuresions axe in inches.

I T

I 2.375

1.20I I II

I gal .

3001.00

Fig. 67

ConveroLng mock Dimmion
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Appendix _D

Iddi onal References

The fol ni' ng is a listing of additional reference inaterial

found ry the author during a literature survey on pure f3uid control

devices. The list Is presented for the convenience of futire re-

searchers irs th:sficld. & listing of 348 references can be found

in additional Ref 10.
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